
~\
I'
III; For ~ose reported for use in C~a the ~ipline. ~e Han~book is well ~hologi~ science throug~ the ~terna-

and listed on pages 386-387, a dis- organIzed and informative. It can tional UnIon of PsycholOgical Science?
tinction is made between those that well serve both as a text and a re- [Review of the book International Psy-
have been merely translated and source book for students of psychol- chological Science: Progress, problems,
those that have been revised-at ogy and the social sciences as well as and prospects]. Conternporazy Psychol-
least with the development of Chi- for individuals in the general public, ogy; 38, 646-647.

nese norms. Tests that are listed for internationally, who are curious Merenda, P. F. (1994). Cross-cultura1 test-
use in Russia (pp. 392-393) are di- about psychological science. 0 ing: Borrowing from one culture and

; vided between original tests in Rus- applying it to another. In L L Adler &
'; sian and adapted tests. It is the tests References ~. P. Gillen (Eds.), OVss-cultural topics
~ that are administered to and inter- m psychology (pp. 52-60). Westport,
i reted for S anish- eakin 0 Ie H~bleton, R. K. (2001). The next genera- cf: Praeger.
: p p sp. g pe p lion of the lTC test translation and ad-

~J ~at cau-:e ~ost ofth~ mISConcep: aptation guidelines. Europeanjoumal Ro~nzweig, M. R. .(Ed.). .(1992). Interna-
n tions. !his IS true .rnainJy for Sp~sh- of Psychological Assessment; I7, 164- /1onal psychological saence: ~ess,

~it,~i
~ ':+ speaking testees m North Amenca. 172. problems, and prospects. was~g-

.t;~) " Most of the tests listed in Table 20 ton, DC: Amencan PsychologIcal
':~::;,:' (pp. 396-397) are indicated as being Merenda, P. F.,(1993). International psy- Association.

, ' both translated and adapted. I know
i
:\ for a fact that many of these tests
,: have merely been translated but not

;"i~ ~;;~~;~J~:~~ ;:~~;~::ld- A Social Science Pers
pective -

'.c .'. standards (Hambleton, 2001). And

eventhetranslationsinmost,if?ot to Understandin g Ethics in
all, of the cases have not taken mto

I account the distinctions between
Organl.zatl.

ons~s;.;if Spanish as it is spoken in Spain and~;t;;:c: as it is spoken in the southwestern~,:~ 
and in the southeastern United Social Influences on ~thica1 ~vior in argarnzations~;1; 
States. by John M. Darley, DaVId M. Messick, and Tom R Tyler (Eds.)~:[ 

Students and other readers who Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum, 2001. 246 pp. ISBN 0-8058-3330-7. $49.95

1: are interested in learning the details .
of international psychology from RevIew by Dolly Chugh and Max H. Bazennan

1889 to the present will find Chapter
1, by the editors, Kurt Pawlik and .
Mark Rosenzweig, and Chapter 30, S oci~ In.!luences ?n ~thica1 Be- The S~cial Science of Ethical
by Quicheng Jing, of particuJar signifi- haVIor m °I'!ifanIzati?ns, John BehaVIor
cance. Within 10 years of the estab- Dar~ey, ~aVld MessiCk, and !he study ?f ~e soci~ sci~nce of
lishment of psychology as a formal TO~ Ty~er s edIted wo~k, offers a ethical behaVIor m o~garJlZations has

j discipline in Leipzig by WiJhem f~scI~ating array ?f a~lcl~s that ~arnessed th: ener?les of many lead-
j' Wundt, the first international con- highlIght a new direction m the mg scholars (mcluding John Dar]ey,

gress of psychology was held in Paris. study of ethics in organizations. At Tom Tyler, Heroert Kelman, Art Brief,
: a time when corrupted audits may Ann Tenbrunsel, Robert Cialdini, Rod
, Overall Evaluation have played a major role in the fall Kramer, and others) to strengthen

This text is a much improved ver- of Enron and airline political influ- the study of ethics in professional
sion of the earlier book (Rosenzweig, ence may have opened up the skies
1992). It is greatly expanded with for the September 11 terrorist strike, ]OIIN M. D~ Department ofPsydJology,
broad coverage of salient topics in we clearly need new ethical guid- Princeton UnNerslly.
psycholo gy and has been brought ance. The written account of a con- DAVID M~a;; K~~ School of Manage-

, menr; NOIUI~tem UnNerslly.
up-to-date to the year 2000. The ference at the Kellogg Graduate TOM R mER, DepartmentofPsydJology, NtW
Handbook should be a valuable and School of Management at North- YOlK u~ly.
sought-after tool for the acquisition of western university, this book con- OOLLYafUGH,]ointProgram in Organi:o1lional
psychological knowledge and re- tinues a dialogue that has carried Behavior and Social PsydJology, HaNard Univer-
search, as declared by the editors in over a set of scholarly meetings siiy, Boston, MassadJusetts 02163. E-mail:

:' the Preface. It is highly recommended hosted and compiled by David Mes- ddJugh@hbs.edu
for acquisition by libraries in universi- sick (Bazerman, Messick, Tenbrun- MAX H. ~N; H~ Business Sch~L
ti Id .d scal .all I .HGlVard UnNerslly, Baker library 265, Soldiers
es on a wor WI e e, espea y se , & Wade-Benzom, 1997; Mes- Field Road, Boston, MassadJusetts 02163. E-mail:

those that offer degree programs in sick & Tenbrunsel, 1996). mbazemJan@hbs.edu
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schools. Prior A .h erarchies (chapters by Kelman; Peter- sals of influence: expert authority.
to Messick's t a time w en son; Darley; Roloff and Paulson; They distinguish the ethical use of

appointment as corrupted audits Tyler; and Hamilton); Awareness of genuine expertise (e.g., an ad in
Kaplan Distin- may have played and Resistance to Social Influence which four out of five dentists recom-
guished Profes- .I' (chapters by Miceli, Scotter, Near, mend Trident gum) from the unethi-
sor of Ethics at a major ro e m and Rehg; Cialdini, Sagarin, and Rice; cal use of implied expertise by non-

the Kellogg the fall ofEnron and Strudler and Warren); and Social experts (e.g., an ad in which Robert
School in 1991, and airline Influences in Groups, Networks, and Young, the actor who played Marcus
ethics was Ii .cat Markets (work by Kramer, Wei, and Welby, MD, promotes the health ben-
largely the do- po ti Bendor; Tenbrunsel and Messick; and efits of Sanka). Students trained to

main of phil os- influence may Dunfee). Cutting across these divi- make this distinction predictably dis-
ophers. Today, have opened up sions, contributions focus on the ethi- counted dishonest ads appropriately
in top profes- th ki fi th cal behavior of those who influence and, unexpectedly, also viewed hon-

.es es or e .
slonal schools others (Kelman, Peterson, Tyler, est ads as more persuasIve.
worldwide, September 11 Hamilton, and Tenbrunsel and Mes- The Kramer et al. chapter provides
new courses, terrorist strike, sick), on the behavior of those being a perfect test of this "under what con-
student organi- I '1 ed influenced (Cialdini et al.; Strudler ditions" theme (albeit, probably not
zations, and we c ear y ne and Warren), and on those who wit- by design). This chapter explores the

chaired profes- new ethical ness unethical behavior (Roloff and famous "tit-for-tat" decision rule for
sorships in eth- guidance. Paulson; Miceli et al.). the prisoner's dilemma (Axelrod,
ics and the en- We predict that this volume will 1984) in the form of a new "noisy"
vironrnent trigger the type of self-reflection now tournament, where social uncertainty
abound. We believe that much of this commonplace among biologists, ge- exists and cooperation is a continu-
transformation results from the inte- neticists, and nuclear engineers: ous (not dichotomous) variable. The
gration of the social science of ethical Should we, do we, and' how might "nice and forgiving" strategy rises to
behavior into the ethical domain of we think about the ways in which the top performance slot, a finding
applied philosophy. our research might be used toward made all the more provocative by

A fundamental contribution of so- unethical ends? Several contributors questions raised in previous chapters.
cial science perspectives to ethics is take on the ethics of social influence Is it ethical to be nice and forgiving if
an understanding of how people ac- (such as procedural justice, expert one is partially motivated by one's
tually behave, rather than a set of authority, and leadership), examining own long-term success?
normative principles. When social the conditions under which research-
science is at its best, these descrip- ers' findings might be misused. For Understanding Recent
tions show behaviors inconsistent example, Tyler challenges research- Tragedies
with self-perception and common ers to consider that, on the basis of The social science perspective de-
intuition. For example, Messick and the influence of fairness concerns, the veloped in this volume offers an ex-
Sentis's (1983) early work on self- dignified and respectful treatment of tremely useful approach to under-
serving behavior resulting from bi- others might, under certain condi- standing our recent tragedies. The
ased judgment, rather than inten- tions, aCtually be less than ethical. 1997 Gore Commission report on avi-
tional selfishness, fundamentally In this chapter "A More Deonto- ation security described the very
shifted the conventional view on cre- logical Approach," Peterson argues weaknesses in the U.S. aviation secu-
ating more ethical behavior. Preach- that "a dominant theme [in the litera- rity system that enabled the Septem-
ing will not work if people are un- ture] ...is the suggestion that the ber II terrorists to use airplanes as
aware of their guilt; the elimination of most ethical use of social influence is weapons. The report also noted that,
unintentional self-serving behavior not to exercise direct social influence in recent years, terrorists had
requires a cognitive change in per- at all" (pp. 21-22). But he and we bombed the World Trade Center, hi-
spective, rather than the acceptance know that social influence can be jacked an Air France airplane and
of a different normative standard. both deliberate and inadvertent, and attempted to fly it into the Eiffel
This distinction between philosophy that the forces of group membership Tower, and tried to simultaneously
and social science has been key to and leadership are best exercised hijack 12 U.S. commercial aitplanes
the transformation of the study of ethically, rather than not at all. Peter- in Asia. Given these warning signs,
ethics among business professionals son proposes that negative effects of why did the Gore Commission fail to
over the last dozen years. leadership are due to process, not recommend meaningful aviation se-

outcome, directiveness. curity reforms? Is it possible that
Provocative Questions Cialdini et al. consider a similar massive contributions from the air-

SOcial Influences on Ethical Behav- "under what conditions" question in line industry to the 1996 Clinton!
jar in Organizations is divided into the realm of television advertising, Gore reelection campaign distorted
three sections: Social Influence in Hi- focusing on one of Cialdini's univer- the administration's judgment? Cor-
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rupt motives are one possible expla- ditional constructs of social cognition with the uncomfortable reality that
nation. Alternatively, chapters by as explicit attitudes, stereotypes, and coercion, deception, and manipula-
Darley, Cialdini et al., and Tenbrunsel beliefs and their implicit counterparts tion are sometimes unintentional.
and Messick lead us to consider the (Banaji & Hardin, 1996; Greenwald & Intentional bad behavior is easy to
possibility that actors engage in un- Banaji, 1995; Nosek, Banaji, & Green- condemn, but how do we cope with
ethical conduct without awareness of wald, 2002). On the basis of method- our self-serving biases and implicit
the unethical nature of their behav- ological innovations, particularly the stereotypes, particularly when the
iors. Is it possible that Clinton and Implicit Association Test (Greenwald, stakes are high? This slope is slippery
Gore were not even aware of the de- McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998; Green- in both directions, regardless of
gree to which they where. influenced wald & Nosek, 2001), researchers whether we are inclined to excuse or
by the airline industry? have demonstrated the distinction to condemn behavior that is situ-

Meanwhile, at the heart of the En- between attitudes that are controlla- ationally driven, prevalent, or hard to
ron debacle is a conflict of interest bly expressed and endorsed (explicit) control. The collection leaves the ~-

that scholars have been warning versus attitudes that appear to be au- reader pondering the delicate chal-
about for years (Bazerman, Morgan, tomatic and outside the individual's lenge for researchers in this field,
& Loewenstein, 1997). In 2000, the awareness (implicit). Importantly, im- whose work will undoubtedly raise
Securities and Exchange Commission plicit attitudes sometimes diverge these issues.
(SEC) heard testimony that the rapid from their explicit counterparts, par- The political and scholarly com-
growth of consulting divisions in the ticularly in the domain of social munities currently face the challenge
Big Five accounting firms had made categories. of preparing for future disasters,
impartial financial audits impossible. The relative influence of explicit many of which will have roots in
With the firms relying on consulting and implicit attitudes on behavior re- both intentionally and unintentionally
work for much of their income, they mains under study. Assuming that unethical behavior. The current
found themselves in the compro- they each play some role, this litera- work's social science perspective
rnised position of profiting from the ture may help bridge the disconnect provides hints on how to anticipate
very companies whose books they between people who sense prejudice and avoid such disaster. Thus, we
were expected to judge without bias. and those who "don't get it"; between recommend this edited volume for
The dramatic rise in fraud cases in- those who pledge objectivity and psychologists, sociologists, ethicists,
vestigated by the SEC-up 41 percent those who declare a conflict of inter- and other scholars interested in deci-
from 1998-200 I-was one sign of est; and between those who claim sion making, ethics, cooperation,
the growing problem. Greater separa- neutrality and those who dispute that competition, groups, and leadership.
tion between the Big Five firms' au- such a stance is possible. The book is provocative on both pro-
diting and consulting functions, many fessional and personal levels, offering
advised, was needed to head off di- W1:ten Good People Do Bad keen insights into the scholarly lines
saster. However, faced with vocifer -Things of inquiry pursued, and also trigger-
ous opposition from auditors and in- The Kahneman and Tversky heu- ing self-examination of our own daily
dustry, including Arthur Andersen ristic tradition echoes with ethical strivings to be ethical human
CEO Joseph Berardino, the SEC force in the new work on implicit so- beings. 0
backed down. The predictable result cial cognition. Both literatures point
was the bankruptcy of Enron, the to the automatic nature of some cog- References
downfall of Arthur Andersen, and the nitive processes, leaving us to con- Ax !rod R Th I ti .,f' ti.1 f th ds f I ,. b .d th thi f th e , e evO1U on 0; coopera on.
oss 0 .ousan ~ emp oyees )0 s S1 er e e cs 0 processes at are (1984). New York: Basic Books.
and retirement saVIngS. If the SEC both prevalent and difficult to control.
had absorbed the lessons of the psy- Kahneman and Tversky highlighted Banaji, M: R, & Har~. C. D. (199~). AU-.
chology of unethical behavior, they how smart people unknowingly do tornatic stereotypmg. Psychological Sd-
may have understood that even if stupid things. What about when good ence, 7, 136-141.

Berardino believed what he said, im- people do bad things? Strudler and Bazennan, M. H., Messick, D. M., Ten-
partiality was still unlikely. Warren question whether we should brunsel, A. E., & Wade-Benzoni, K A.

blame managers or heuristics for (Eds.). (1997). Environment, ethics, and
Relev.a.nce of Implicit Social overweighting salient information behavior: The .psychology of en~n-
CognItion while making an ill-fated decision. menta! valuation an~ degradation. San

Other chapters in the book ana- Does unwitting reliance on a heuris- Franasco: New leXIngton Books.

lyze everyday unethical behaviors at tic, or disavowed possession of a ste- Bazennan, M. H., Morgan, K, & Loewen-
the level of explicit cognition, open- reotype, excuse foolish or unethical stein, G. F. (1997, Summer). The irn-
ing up rich possibilities for connec- behavior? This volume considers possibility of auditor independence.
tion with recent work in implicit so- ways in which good people might Sloan Management Reviav.
cial cognition. Psychologists are unethically influence others or unwit- Greenwald, A. G., & Banaji, M. R (1995).
recategorizing and redefining the tra- tingly behave unethically. We are left Implidt social cognition: Attitudes, self-
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esteem, and stereotypes. Psychological ness, preference, and fairness biases. familiar with the field but who want
Revi~ 102,4-27. In D. M. Messick & K S. Cook (Eds.), succinct, state-of-the-art overviews of

Equity theory: Psychological and soda- areas outside their speciality" (p. vii).Greenwald, A. G., McGhee, D. E., &. lnaical nP~'es (pp.61-64). New .
th t " th fi ld " .-

Schwartz J. L K (1998). Measunng ~o' Y"'~t"'~~~., Assuming a e e 15 percep

individual differences in implidt cogni- York Praeger. tion, the handbook is meant to be

tion: The implidt association tes.t.jour- Messick, D. M., & Tenbrunsel, A. E. (Eds.). useful to perception researchers and
nal of Personality and SOcial Psychol~ (1996). Codes of conduct New York: teachers who want to learn some-
74, 1464-1480. Russell Sage Foundation. thing about perception outside their

G ald A G & Nosek B A (2001) own area of expertise. As a percep-reenealwth ' fth.. 1m' Ii .t Associ, '. Ii.. T .t Nosek, B. A., Banaji, M. R, & Greenwald, tion researcher with e
xpertise only inHoe p a a on es .. Ii .

./schriiff jiir ..~1I A. G. (2002). Harvesting Imp at group speechPerception I can J.udge at age 3. Zei Y" &peI1men=e . dbeli fs fr d ',-'- . 4 attitudes an e om a emon- whether 22 of the 23 cha
pters PsyU lologle, 8, 85-93. .tr ti. W b .t Gro Dyn .

6s a on e SI e. up amICS" hi this am'cuI al In gen...ac eve p ar go .-
MeSSICk, D. M., & Sentis, K. (1983). FaIr- 101-115. eral, they do, at least given the au-

thors' view of the scope of the term
perception.

However, consider the scope ofTh M d Gr owth perception in the handbook. Al-
e 0 em 1 though no definition is provided ei-

of Handbooks " The ther ~ th~ Preface or in the e~tor's
" contribution to the handbook m the

Persl "stent Shn "nking first chapte~, one may be .inferred. ~y

understanding of perception, heaVIlyPerceptl " on intlue.nce? by Gibson's (1~66, 19!~)

contributions to the field, 15 that It 15
an achievement of an animal, not, as

Blackwell Handbook of Perception in the handbook, of a brain. It is de-
by E. Bruce Goldstein (Ed.) tection of information about environ-
Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2001.788 pp.15BN 0-631-20683-3. $124.95 mental events that guides exploratory

or performatory action. This, very
Review by Carol Fowler dearly, is not what Goldstein or his

contributors mean by perception.
..." ..They mean something more like the

A ~ ~ amateur linguISt, I am pation, or .study. This part of the title achievements of receptor systems

.mtrigued by the fact that ~ .n.ot a mISnomer by the second d.ef- wired to a brain. In the first chapter of
.S?me words.undergo se- InItiO~.. T~e chapters are co~pendi- the book, Goldstein outlines the syn-

mantic drift. ~en this OCcu:s' a ous; 1.t 15 Just that the field bemg cov- ergistic relation than can be obtained
word's m~~ng comes to. differ from ered 15 very large. In any case, a. between psychophysical and physio-
the meanmg It had when.It was search on ~e Amazon.co~ Web. sIte logical investigations into perception.
coined. Examples are terrific and ~- for books WIth handbook ~ the title Psychophysical findings can lead to a
.fi1J, which no longer relate dosely m revealed many as substantial as the search for the mechanism behind
meaning to their roots, terror and nearly 800-page Blackwell Handbook behavioral pattems-as, for example,
awe, respectively. Another example, of Perception. The hand sense of findings by Wheatstone (1838) that
it seems, is handbook Hefting the handbook apparently is giving way to binocular disparity provides informa-
substantial Blackwell Handbook of the guidance sense. For its part in the tion for depth-stimulated searches for
Perception, I wondered why hand title, as I will suggest below, the word the mechanisms whereby disparities
should be part of the title of a book perception has not drifted enough se- can be detected. Or, discoveries of
such as this. The OXford Dictionary of mantically. A more apt title for the mechanism (e.g., the separate dorsal
English E~ology (1966) reveals that book might be Blackwell's Guide to and ventral processing streams in the
handbook is a literal translation of the Anatomical, Physiological, and Psy- brain; see the chapter by Goodale
the Latin manui1lis liber from whence dJophysical Support for Sensation and and Humphrey), can stimulate a
also comes our word manual. The Perception.
online OXford English Dictionary Web The goal of the writers of the 23 E. BRUCE GOWSTElN; Depal1mel1t of
site (n.d.) defines handbook as "a chapters that compose the hand- Psyc/Iology, UniveIsity ofPitlSburgh.
small book or treatise such as may book, according to the editor E. Bruce u--'-'--Laha to .V~, r, ... ad .CAROLFOWIER, n"""""" ra nes, lUle vw-conveniently be held in the hand; a Goldstein, was lIto wnte mtr uctions versity, 270 Quwn Stree~ New Haven, COnnecticut
manual"; or "a compendious book or to their areas that will be useful to 06511-6695. E-mail: carolfowler@haskins
treatise for guidance in any art, occu- researchers and teachers who are .yaie.tXiu
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